
Benefits of being aBenefits of being a    MouldfloMouldflo
PartnerPartner

Mouldflo Authorization certificate
Special discount and priority support
Enlistment on Mouldflo homepage 
Forwarding of leads if appropriate to your business and
according to your Mouldflo capability

Please fill out page three to become a Mouldflo partner
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Too often blocked waterways and incorrect machine
settings result in the loss of thousands of dollars and
wasted resources in the plastic industry. That is why,
manufacturers need a solution that gives them an
overview and control of the parameters, affecting their
production. Mouldflo offers the necessary technology
to analyse and control what is happening inside the
moulds of the entire production. Our solutions allow
customers to be three steps ahead of any maintenance
issues or potential production optimisations.

Mouldflo offers high-quality solutions for
monitoring, analysing, testing and diagnosing the
cooling circuits on moulds. Our solutions gives
manufacturers, mould makers and machine
operators, a unique and crucial insights into relevant
data about their moulds. The Mouldflo products
measure flow, temperature and pressure, and
ensures the quality of their production by
automatically alerting them, if any issue arises. As a
result, the Mouldflo users will be able to optimise
both their production and their work processes by
making data-driven decisions.

Why ... How...

Looking to build market exposure and expand your business? Based on mutually beneficial relationships,
our program is designed to help you achieve your ambitions. We provide you with tools and services to
boost your sales. In return, you provide us with market information and purchase orders.

Become a partner
The Mouldflo Partner Programme is an unique opportunity for your business
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Attractive discounts on high quality products
All partners get attractive discounts on Mouldflo solutions

Express service and re-scheduling of delivery
As a Mouldflo Partner, you get exclusive access to the “fast track lane” through the Mouldflo purchase
system.

Product demonstration support
The best way to sell a Mouldflo solution is to show it. Our partners get special discounts on demonstration
devices.

Access to leads from Mouldflo
Mouldflo runs programme to capture leads on our website and at fairs. These are passed on directly to
our partners.

Professional marketing support
Mouldflo partners get access to diverse communication materials: brochures, adverts and press releases.

Benefits 
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Company                                                  

Address                                                                                                                                                                                

Zip code                                                     Country                                                                                                           

Delivery address (if different)                                                                                                                                             

VAT. No.                                                     Reg. No.                                                                                                           

Phone                                                        E-mail                                                                                                               

Website                                                                                                                                                                               

Partner form
Please fill in the form below to become a Mouldflo Partner

Contact person phone and e-mail:

Management                                                                       

Finance                                                                                 

Sales                                                                                      

Technical                                                                              

Logistic                                                                                 
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What level of business can Mouldflo expect
from you in next year?
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